Abstract: Boron clusters have been employed successfully as constituents in bioactive substances. In this review, the perspectives of boron clusters for drug design and problems to be solved for a broader application are discussed, and a list of actions is given for overcoming the problems.
Introduction
Boron clusters have properties (including delocalized charge, hydridic hydrogens, isomerism) which are not found in conventional drugs. This changes their interaction potential with biologically relevant molecules. For dodecaborate clusters in water, dihydrogen bonds are formed, and the energy of removing a water molecule from the weakly ordered hydration shell is small [1] . With lipid bilayers, binding of dodecaborate clusters to the surface (resulting in a strong negative zeta potential), changes in the morphology of liposomes, and leakage of liposomal contents is observed [2] [3] [4] . The cobaltabisdicarbollide (COSAN) penetrates lipid bilayers and also leads to morphological changes [5] . The interaction of this cluster with amino acids can be used for sensing [6] . When applied to chromatography columns consisting of cross-linked carbohydrates such as superdex and sepharose, strong retention of dodecaborate clusters is observed [7] .
Icosahedral boron clusters, such as the three isomeric forms of dicarba-carborane, the monocarbon carborane, and the dodecaborate have about the same size as a rotating phenyl ring or an adamantane (Fig. 1) .
Several examples of drug-like compounds with boron clusters are known. Some are listed in Table 1 .
Common motifs in cluster interactions
A few common aspects in interactions of boron clusters with biologically relevant molecules can be deduced from the data in the literature. One aspect is the fact that H atoms on boron clusters (independent of size and possible heteroatoms in the cluster) carry a partial negative charge, and are thus hydridic H atoms [19] . This enables them to form interactions with protic H atoms in organic molecules, bonds which are called dihydrogen bonds [20, 21] .
Another aspect is that, although the size of an icosahedral boron cluster is about that of a rotating phenyl ring (see Fig. 1 ), it extends to the same extent also on the face of the phenyl group where π electrons would normally be available for π-π stacking interactions or interactions with Lewis acids.
Both of these aspects are unique to boron clusters, as compared to organic molecules. Adamantane, which occupies a similar space as a boron cluster (see Fig. 1 ), has none of these properties.
Despite the similarities between the clusters, there are considerable differences amongst them. Depending on the heteroatoms present in the cluster, they carry a double negative charge (parent compound B 12 1-(nido-carborane), a trunctuated icosahedron, carries a single negative charge. The negative charges are distributed on all cluster atoms and the attached H atoms, and thus every atom carries only a fractional charge. The three neutral carborane clusters (o-, m-, p-) also show differences among themselves which translate into different biological acitivy.
Different clusters are different
Drug-like molecules with different clusters have been developed for several specific targets. Among these are nicotinamide phosphoryltransferase (NPT) [14] , carbonic anhydrase (CA) [11] , and cyclooxygenase (COX) [15] .
For NPT, the benzoylpiperidinyl unit of the starting compound FK866 known from the literature [22] was replaced with an adamantyl residue, or with one of the three isomeric carborane clusters. While the starting compound inhibited growth of three different cell lines at 1.6-3.2 nM concentration, the o-and p-carborane derivates showed values between 0.6 and 1.7 nM. The m-carborane derivative was the best inhibitor for cell growth, with EC50 values of 0.3-0.4 nM, while the adamantane derivative required up to 190 nM for 50 % inhibition. Thus, despite a similar space demand of the equally hydrophobic adamantane, it appears not to be a good mimetic of any of the carboranes. Fig. 1 Clusters discussed (top); space-filling models of benzene, dodecaborate, and adamantane (bottom). In the structures on the top, gray spheres represent BH units, black ones CH units, while the red one is a metal ion; all H atoms are omitted for clarity. For COX, two boron analogues of indomethacin with an o-or a m-carboranyl and an adamantyl substituent, replacing a chlorophenyl residue, have been tested against the two isoforms of the enzyme, COX-1 and COX-2. Only the o-carborane derivatives showed any inhibition at concentrations below 25 μM, and inhibition of COX-2 was much more pronounced than that of COX-1.
For CA, derivatives of o-and m-carborane with a sulfamidomethyl group attached to one C atom have been compared, and in this case, the m-isomer requires four times the concentration to inhibit CAIX, the isoform which is a target for cancer therapy [11] . While one derivative of the nido-carborane showed the best inhibition of CAIX and the best selectivity for this isoform over CAII, a complete and systematic exploration of these sulfamides has not yet been carried out. Interestingly, while the 1-sulfamidomethyl-2-phenyl-o-carborane is a very poor inhibitor of both CAIX and CAII, its corresponding nido derivative is more potent by about two orders of magnitude.
Mutant inhibition might be more effective for clusters
A number of pathogenic organisms have a very high ability to mutate in essential genes. This applies to bacteria, viruses, parasites, and to some extent also cancer. As a consequence, drugs rapidly lose their ability to prevent, reduce, or cure infections. Boron cluster compounds have shown to be much less influenced in their activity by such mutations. Cobalta-bis-carbollides have been found to be very potent inhibitors of HIV proteases [8] [9] [10] . In the inhibitors, two clusters are linked by a long linker (Fig. 2) . The linker spans the distance between the two loops responsible for substrate binding in the dimeric enzyme. It is obvious that conventional hydrogen bonds or ionic interactions (observed for inhibitors such as darunavir) cannot play a major role in the binding of the carbollide inhibitors, as conventional H bonds cannot be formed with the H atoms of the cluster.
It remains to be seen whether this promising observation holds also for other targets with high rates of mutations. 
Metabolization of clusters
Boron clusters are foreign to the biochemical world. It is therefore expected that compounds containing a cluster will be metabolized differently, and probably less, than corresponding carbon compounds.
Degradation of the cluster moiety itself will probably be relevant only for o-carborane compounds, leading to nido-carboranes. These are known to undergo loss of a boron atom in the presence of base such as an alcoholate [23] or other bases [24] . Compounds with amino groups might undergo intramolecular degradation in aqueous solution [25] . The corresponding nido clusters might eventually hydrolyse to boric acid.
Other clusters appear not to be degraded in vivo. For B 12 H 11 SH 2- , oxidation of the SH group to dimers has been observed after administration to patients, with the cluster being intact [26] .
Gaps of knowledge
For a wider incorporation of boron clusters into drug development, several obstacles can be seen. One very important obstacle is that boron clusters cannot be categorized in the same way as organic moieties are. Ionic boron clusters are not easily comparable to organic ionic groups. Hydrogen bonding potential is fundamentally different. A categorization into hydrophilic/hydrophobic is not readily possible.
Interaction potentials Water
The interaction of some dodecaborate clusters with water has been studied. Experimental octanol/water distribution coefficients [27] were used to derive appropriate force fields for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [1] . While the interaction of the parent cluster B 12 H 12 2-shows some ordering of water around the cluster (mostly through dihydrogen bonds), ammonia-substituted clusters show no defined structure, and based on the MD results, the energy required to remove water from the immediate surrounding of boron is minimal.
For other clusters, such data are not available. This pertains to the three uncharged isomers of carborane, to the nido-carborane, and to the monocarbon carborane. Derivatives of the latter have been used in halogenated forms as weakly coordinating ion [28] .
Organic molecules
For the interaction of boron clusters with organic molecules, such as proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, only experimental observations are available. These show that interaction does not follow expectations. For instance, dodecaborate clusters were found to be strongly retained on carbohydrate-containing chromatography matrices [7] , while their interaction with silica in the same aqueous buffer was minimal [29] . Liposomes are influenced in morphology and tightness [2, 4] , and metalla-bis(carbollides) were shown to penetrate lipid bilayers [5] .
For proper modelling of boron clusters in contact with proteins, further knowledge and a deeper understanding of these phenomena are required.
Chemistry of clusters

Dicarba-carboranes
For o-carborane, a well-developed chemistry is available for functionalization at the C atoms, and at any of the B atoms. This is not so for the two other isomers, m-and p-carborane. Here, the available reactions described are limited, which might hinder considerably their incorporation into drugs.
Monocarba-Carboranes
For the CB 11 cluster, methods for C-functionalization are well-known [30] . Functionalization at the B atom in para-position to the C atom and a few other modification reactions are described [31] , but the possibilities for functionalization are still limited.
Dodecaborates
B 12 H 12
2-is readily mono-substituted with oxygen (especially through oxonium ions), nitrogen (hydroxylamine-O-sulfonic acid) and halogens (through elemental halogens). Methods for direct introduction of carbon substituents are not readily available, but the cross-coupling reaction of monoiodo-dodecaborate with Grignard reagents is a useful reaction [32] . Microwave mediation increases the yields of such reactions (including those with oxonium derivatives) considerably [33] .
There is little systematic investigation of the disubstitution of this cluster. The introduction of a second substituent appears to be more difficult than that of a first substituent, and it is introduced preferentially in the 7-position (corresponding to the meta-position in benzene).
A few reports on trisubstituted clusters are available [34] . Such derivatives allow to compensate one or both of the negative charges of the dodecaborate.
Drug discovery tools Docking programs
Docking programs are widely used for drug discovery. Different approaches exist, where interactions between drug and protein are dealt with in different levels of precision. Only two groups have applied such programs to boron clusters [35, 36] .
In both approaches, the lack of appropriate descriptors for interaction potentials of boron (and the attached hydrogen) has led the authors of both articles to substitute a BH group for a CH group. With this, a boron cluster is almost treated as if it were an adamantane (see Fig. 1 ). This is most probably not appropriate, as seen by the big difference in activity between an adamantane and a boron cluster inhibitor of NPT [14] , and the strong differentiation between o-and m-carborane for COX-2 inhibitors [37] .
Libraries
Libraries of compounds are a well-used tool for drug discovery. For boron cluster compounds, a complete library of compounds will probably never be available, smaller libraries such as the ones for adamantanes [38] might be achievable. It might be a more practical approach to use a library for fragment-based drug discovery with less complexity, and with only a limited number of individual entries [39] . The complexity score for boron clusters should, however, reflect the nature of the clusters, with 12 heavy atoms.
Membrane permeation
As noted above, some boron clusters interact with membranes, and appear to be able to penetrate membranes [3, 5, 40] . Oral availability is crucially dependent on membrane permeation. No systematic study of this property of boron clusters has been published so far, although it is the first step in the ADMET or ADMETox (absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion and toxicity) concept of drug action.
Conclusions
For the acceptance of boron-based pharmacophores, a number of tools and technologies are required in synthetic chemistry, computational chemistry, biochemistry, drug screening, pharmacology, and medicinal chemistry. With this, it will eventually be possible to produce a wider range of new molecules with unique biological properties and clinical applications. A coordinated effort toward this goal appears necessary, and offers rewarding prospects.
